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DISCLAIMER STATEMEMENT
The sole purpose of this Introductory document (“Document”) is to provide information on Helium One Global Ltd and its subsidiary companies (“Helium One” or “the Company”). This document is strictly private and confidential
and is intended solely for the information of the recipient. It is not an invitation for public subscription and should not be reproduced or circulated or used for any purpose. This document is made available to you strictly on the basis
that the information contained within this Document constitutes Confidential Information, and accordingly this document, and all confidential information provided, are returnable to Helium One.
Notice is given that:
1. The information relating to the Company contained herein has been provided by the Directors.
2. Canaccord Genuity Limited (“Canaccord Genuity”) is acting as joint broker to the Company and in the provision of corporate finance to the Company, within the meaning of the Financial Conduct Authority’s Conduct of Business
Sourcebook (“COBS”), and no one else in connection with the proposals contained in this Presentation. Accordingly, recipients should note that Canaccord Genuity is neither advising nor treating as a client any other person and
will not be responsible to anyone other than the Company for providing the protections afforded to clients of Canaccord Genuity under the COBS nor for providing advice in relation to the proposals contained in this
Presentation.
3. In no circumstances will the Directors, the Company, nor Canaccord Genuity, or any of their respective, affiliates, representatives, partners, directors, officers, employees, advisers or agents (collectively “the Relevant Parties”) be
responsible for any of the information in this Document, including the forecasts and details on the market. These are supplied as a guide only and do not purport to contain all the information that an interested party may
require. By accepting this Document, the recipient acknowledges that it will be solely responsible for making its own investigations, including the costs and expenses incurred, and forming its own view as to the condition and
prospects of the Company and the accuracy and completeness of the statements contained herein.
4. This Document includes certain statements, estimates and projections provided by the Company with respect to its anticipated future performance. Such statements, estimates and projections reflect various assumptions
concerning anticipated results and are subject to significant business, economic and competitive uncertainties and contingencies, many of which are or may be beyond the control of the Company. Accordingly, there can be no
assurance that such statements, estimates and projections will be realised. The actual results may vary from those projected, and those variations may be material. No representations are or will be made by any party as to the
accuracy or completeness of such statements, estimates and projections or that any projection will be achieved.
5. None of the Relevant Parties has any authority to make or give any representation or warranty whatsoever in relation to the business or prospects of the Company and makes no such representation or warranty.
6. The information contained herein and any further information (whether written, electronic or oral) relating to the Company supplied by any of the Relevant Parties is, and will be, supplied on the condition that none of the
Relevant Parties or any other person whatsoever is liable for any error, omission, or inaccuracy therein nor for any loss or damage sustained by an investor of the business placing reliance on such information, including any error
or omission or inaccuracy resulting from any negligent act or omission of any of the Relevant Parties or any other person. No party accepts any responsibility or gives any undertaking to provide further information, including any
information required to correct any earlier inaccuracy or error.
7. The information contained herein does not, and will not, form any part of a contract or offer for sale or to invest. Furthermore, it does not constitute an offer capable of acceptance and no binding commitment may be entered
into on the basis of the information contained herein.
8. None of the Relevant Parties undertake to accept any proposal and they reserve the right to accept or reject any proposal for any reason. They reserve the right to negotiate with one or more potential parties at any time and to
enter into a definitive agreement for a transaction involving the Company without prior notice to the recipient of this Document or other potential investors. They also reserve the right to terminate, at any time, further
participation in the investigation and proposed process by any party, to modify any of the rules or procedures set forth herein or any other procedures without prior notice or assigning any reason therefore or to terminate the
process contemplated hereby. They reserve the right to take any action, whether in or out of the conduct of the Company’s businesses, or the process contemplated by this Document.
9. Neither the receipt of this Document nor any information (whether written, electronic or oral) made available in connection with the proposed investment in the Company constitutes, or is to be taken as constituting, the giving
of investment advice by any of the Relevant Parties.
10. This communication is directed only at persons who are persons having professional experience in matters relating to investments or are persons falling within Article 49(2)(a) to (d) (“high net worth companies, unincorporated
associations, etc”) of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Financial Promotion) Order 2005 (all such persons together being referred to as “relevant persons”). This communication must not be acted on or relied on by
persons who are not relevant persons. Any investment or investment activity to which this communication relates is available only to relevant persons and will be engaged in only with relevant persons. Each recipient of this
communication (“Recipient”) represents and warrants that he or it is a relevant person and agrees to inform himself or itself about and observe all applicable legal requirements in the UK and/or in the jurisdiction(s) in which he
or it is situated. Any Recipient who is not a relevant person should return this document to the Company and should not act upon it.
11. This Document should not be considered as a recommendation by any of the Relevant Parties to invest in the Company, and recipients interested in investing in the Company are recommended to seek their own independent
financial, legal and other advice from persons authorised and specialising, as necessary, in investments of the kind in question. Recipients should be aware that any investment activity may expose them to a risk of losing the
property invested.
12. Recipients of this Document in jurisdictions outside the UK should inform themselves about and observe all applicable legal requirements in their jurisdictions. In particular, the distribution of this Document in certain
jurisdictions may be restricted by law and, accordingly, recipients represent that they are able to receive this Document without contravention of any unfulfilled registration requirements or other legal restrictions in the
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jurisdiction in which they reside or conduct business.

HELIUM ONE
A Globally Significant Asset To Resolve A Supply Constrained Market

• Helium: finite and irreplaceable element, crucial for high value
‘next-gen’ technological, medical and industrial applications

• Potential to discover the largest primary helium deposit in the
world, with very high helium concentrations

• Best-Estimate Unrisked Prospective Recoverable Helium
Resource (2U/P50) of 138Bcf

• 4,512km2 with high-grade surface seeps up to 10.6%He
• Clean, sustainable source not associated with hydrocarbons

Capital Structure*
Sector

AIM:HE1
Industrial Minerals

Cash

USD $17.3m

Shares

606,052,747

Options

65,060,932

Market Cap

£130m

* as at 5 May 2021

• Low capex, high margin development potential
• 3 – 4 well exploration drilling commencing June 2021
• Experienced Board with proven track record of exploration,
development and operation in Africa

3 month share chart to 5th May 2021

Helium One has potential to host a globally significant resource
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WHY HELIUM
An Irreplaceable Technology Commodity in Supply Crisis

• Vital resource, essential in modern
technologies with major critical and
irreplaceable use throughout the science,
medicine and manufacturing industries

• Produced by radioactive decay, deep in the
Earth’s crust and mantle

• Cannot be synthesised, manufactured or
substituted

• Used helium escapes into space and is lost
• Uses in manufacture of next-gen
electronics - semi-conductor chips, flat
panel displays, fibre optics and highcapacity hard-drives

• Helium cannot be substituted in a number
of high-value manufacturing processes

• Key growth areas in medical, aerospace,
electronics and computing
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HELIUM USES
A Wide Range of High-Value Next-Gen Applications

• Essential component of growing ‘next-gen’ technology
focused businesses

• China has doubled its estimated helium consumption over
the last ten years and is expected to maintain robust
growth rates despite a lack of domestic supply
GLOBAL HELIUM GAS MARKET
6.0Bcf/y to 8.5Bcf/y by 2030
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HELIUM SHORTAGE
Supply Shortage – Rising Prices

o Majority of helium produced as a by-product of hydrocarbons with concentrations
typically 0.04-0.35% He
o US Federal Helium reserve, a strategic stockpile established in 1925, ceased sales to
industrial customers in 2019
o Inelastic byproduct supply cannot meet growing world demand. New primary helium
projects are required
o Chinese average import price $375/Mcf in May 2020, up from avg $225/Mcf in June 2017
o Anecdotal reports of end users paying upwards of $40/l ($1,500/Mcf)
o As lack of supply becomes apparent, primary helium stocks have averaged +650% over 12
months to Jan 2021

Source: Edison research, JR Campbell & Associates

Source: Hannam & Partners Research
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OUR HELIUM ASSETS
Targeting a Global Scale Helium Province

•
•
•
•
•

100%-ownership 4,512km2
3 Project areas
Unrisked Prospective
Recoverable Helium Resource
(2U/P50) of 138Bcf
Surface helium
concentrations of up to
10.6%
Simple logistics via Tanzam
Highway to port Dar es
Salaam
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TANZANIA
Established Natural Resources Territory

• 4th largest gold producer in Africa
• Several multinational resource companies operating in country
• Pro-business agenda under President Hassan, citing helium as a
key commodity

• Helium classed as an Industrial Mineral under Mining Act
• 3% Royalty
• 16% Government Free Carry
• Helium One five years operating history in country
• Exploration licences renewed Sept 2020
• Helium One employs local workers and consults with
communities to operate our business in a way that delivers
lasting benefit to the environment where we work
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A CLEAN AND SUSTAINABLE SOURCE
Primary Helium Not Associated With Hydrocarbon

• Most current helium production is as a low-grade
byproduct of fossil fuel production

1,000 litres of helium from Qatar North Field requires
the production of 2,500,000 litres of hydrocarbon.
This is not sustainable.

• As we transition towards a green economy,
production of hydrocarbon will reduce

Helium critical to
next-gen
technologies
Long term training
and employment
opportunities

• Helium One focusses on primary helium associated
with Nitrogen carrier gas

Helium One can produce carbon-neutral helium

• Helium One is working to bring long term
opportunities to the Songwe Region

Helium sourced
with minimal
environmental
impact

Multi-generational
economic growth
based on
development with
>100 year life

Helium without
associated
hydrocarbon
dependency
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Helium Play Genesis
Rukwa in the ‘Goldilocks’ zone for helium generation, migration, and trapping

A HELIUM GENERATION IN MINERALS

Radiogenic alpha decay of uranium and thorium within
ancient crust emits a helium (4He) nuclei, forming an
abundant volume of stored helium over geological time.
B RIFTING OF EARTH’S CRUST

E
D
C
B

A

Due to a mantle plume underneath East Africa, crust under
Rukwa is ripping apart. The rifting and associated magmatism
provides the thermal mechanism to mobilise deep fluid
circulation, focusing flow to the near surface along major
basement faults.

“The
helium-nitrogen
gas
occurrence at Ivuna, associated
with hot saline water, is a strong
indicator that the helium is
derived from the Precambrian
basement. The likely migration
pathway is via one of the SE-NW
trending faults that cut through
both the sedimentary and the
crystalline basement in this part
of the basin.”

C NATURAL FRACTURES

Prof. C Ballentine, Dr. P Barry
Oxford University

E HELIUM THERMAL SPRINGS – RUKWA BASIN

Rock fracturing provides a mechanism for release of
helium-rich water from the deep crust.
D RESERVOIR, TRAP AND SEAL

The sedimentary rift basin contains the essential components
of the helium system. Seismic and well data have provided
detailed information on subsurface structures and strata.
Numerous thermal springs release bubbles of helium and
nitrogen. These active helium surface seepages indicate a
prolific system, and demonstrate migration along major
fault zones.
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MULTIPLE DRILL TARGETS & PROSPECTS
21 Prospects and 4 Leads Identified
RUKWA PROSPECTS AND LEADS

Itumbula Springs 8-10% He
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INDEPENDENTLY VERIFIED RESOURCE
Unrisked Prospective Recoverable Helium Volume (2U) of 138Bcf

• Prospective resources independently verified by
Netherland Sewell & Associates International (USA 2016) and by SRK in 2019

• Best-Estimate Unrisked Prospective Recoverable
Helium Resource (2U/P50) of 138Bcf

• Equivalent to 19.2-20.9Tcf of natural gas* in
conventional, onshore, system

• High-Grade surface helium concentrations up to
10.6%. 50 to 200 times higher than concentrations
currently in production

• Gas composition mainly nitrogen (N ) with
2

high concentrations of helium & trace levels of
hydrocarbons, H2, CO2 and argon
“Helium One have potential to host a globally significant resource”
*Assuming gas (Henry Hub) price $2.48-$2.69/Mcf and He (China) price $375/Mcf
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LOW CAPEX DEVELOPMENT
Modularised Process Plant Technology

•

•

Modular construction
housed in shipping
containers
Small footprint <1,000m2

HELIUM OUTLET

•
O2 / CO2 / H2O VENT

HELIUM COMPRESSION
COOLING

RUKWA SUPPLY
INLET
SCRUBBER
W/VANE

•
•

CATALYTIC
OXIDATION
PROCESS

OXYGEN
REMOVAL
CATALYST

AMINE
UNIT

MOLECULAR
SIEVE DEHY
+ CO2 POLISH

COLD BOX

TP02

•

PSA SYSTEM

AIR

Clean gas
nitrogen (c.90%)
helium (c.10%)
Reduced CAPEX No need to develop
expensive parallel
hydrocarbon / CO2
extraction

TP01

OPTIONAL DEPENDENT
UPON CO2 IN FEED

H2O OUT

N

PLANT
CAPEX

PLANT
OPEX

~$50m

~$15-$20/Mcf

* Production 350,000Mcf/year

NITROGEN VENT

•
TP03

99.999% pure
liquid helium
transported in
truck mounted
containers
Simple logistics
to Dar Es Salam
port

Nitrogen vented to
atmosphere
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AWARD OF DRILLING CONTRACT
Mobilisation of High Capacity Rig for Exploration and Appraisal

• Low cost exploration using slim hole
technology targeting shallow trap structures
proximal to high grade surface seeps

•
•
•
•
•

Drilling to commence in early-June 2021
Mobilisation of drilling rig and equipment to a
forward holding yard near Mbeya
Camp established at Rukwa with secure tented
accommodation for up to 50 workers and
specialists
Mitchell Drilling option to take payment for 3rd
and 4th hole as equity demonstrating
commitment and confidence in the project
Identified rig has capability to remain on site
for follow-on appraisal drilling, saving cost and
time in demobilisation and remobilisation of
camp and equipment
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COMPLETION OF SEISMIC CAMPAIGN
Extended 2D Seismic Campaign and Identification of New Priority Targets

• Completion of an extended 200km 2D seismic
campaign

• Zero lost-time injuries across 97,280 man-hours
of remote working

• Modern seismic data is of a higher quality than
earlier work, allowing improved interpretation
of trapping styles, and a better analysis of
reservoir characteristics and reservoir-seal pairs

• Better understanding of the subsurface from
improved data resolution over multiple
prospects

• Ongoing seismic interpretation supports
improved drill targeting over the 3 / 4 well
exploration drilling campaign, now commencing
in early-June with first hole planned at Tai
prospect
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TAI PROSPECT
‘Must-Drill’ Target on Robust 3-Way Dip Closure

• Initial data interpretation has
upgraded and expanded the Tai
prospect, which was poorly defined
on legacy seismic data

• Faulted 3-way dip closure concurrent
with a gravity high

• Stacked targets with closure over an
area roughly 2km x 5km

• By focussing on stacked closures in
our first exploration well, Helium One
hopes to identify charged horizons
with the highest quality seal to assist
in the planning of subsequent wells

• One of a portfolio of shallow trap
structures redefined by high-quality,
modern, 2D seismic data
16

Line 13 – Dip line

Line 14 – Strike line

RUKWA EXPLORATION TIMELINE
Aggressive Exploration and Development Plan

working hard on delivery of an
ambitious programme

Mar

• Experienced management team

Feb

production

Jan

• 2022 / 2023: Fast track into

Dec

Drilling and 3D Seismic

Nov

• Q3 / Q4 2021: Field Appraisal

Oct

optional well)

Sep

(4th

Aug

• Q2 / Q3 2021: 3x exploration wells

Jul

COMPLETED

Jun

• Q1 / Q2 2021: 200km Seismic

Indicative Timeline

May

significant project development
planned in 2021 / 22

Apr

• Aggressive timeline for fieldwork with

Seismic Interpretation

Exploration Well 1
Exploration Well 2
Exploration Well 3
Appraisal Well
3D Seismic
Engineering / Feasibility
“Helium One is the only company listed on AIM that provides investors
exposure to helium, a scarce and irreplaceable commodity which is essential
for many modern technologies. Focus will now centre on the all-important
exploration drilling programme commencing in June 2021, which if
successful, will be transformational for the Company and indeed East Africa”
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BOARD & MANAGEMENT
Highly Experienced Team Focused on Delivering a Successful Helium Project
IAN STALKER
Non-executive Chairman

DAVID MINCHIN
CEO

45+ years of experience in mine
development and operations in
Europe, Africa and Australia.

15+ years of experience as geologist and
managing director with focus on bringing
projects through exploration and
development

Previously CEO of K92 Mining, purchased
from Barrick for an initial payment of $2m
in 2014, now in 2021 a C$1.6 Bn market
cap Canadian company. Mr Stalker has
raised over $700m for natural resources
projects in Africa.

ROBIN BIRCHALL
Non-Executive Director
20+ years of experience in the financing
and management of resource
companies.

Experience in remote operations. Currently
CEO of Giyani Metal in Botswana.

JAMES SMITH
Non-Executive Director
30+ years of experience as a senior oil and
gas executive.

Previously Directory of Geology with
AMED Funds responsible for investing
$450m into African focused exploration

Has held senior positions at Chevron
Corporation, PanOcean Energy and as VP
Exploration at Orca Exploration where he
was instrumental in the development of
the Songo-Songo gas project in Tanzania

RUSSEL SWARTS
Financial Director

SARAH COPE
Non-Executive Director

30+ years of experience as a chartered
accountant and finance director.

20+ years of experience in investment
banking and as Nomad / Broker advising
small and medium size companies.

Previously held a number of CEO and CFO
positions including as FD for listed
companies in London and South Africa

Expert understanding of AIM regulations
and compliance.
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A Transformational Opportunity
•

•
•

•
•

•
•

Helium One has potential to identify a globally significant
resource
Strategic implications to resolve a supply constrained
market
Vital resource, essential and irreplaceable in a range of
high value next-gen applications

The biggest prospective resource of any primary helium
explorer
Sustainable source of helium, not associated with
hydrocarbon

Aggressive exploration and appraisal programme
already commenced
Management team with a track record of successfully
delivering African natural resource projects
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THE PRIMARY HELIUM COMPANY
info@helium-one.com
+44 (0) 20 3978 5320
www.helium-one.com

